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Section 1: Purpose, Objectives, and Methodolgy
The purpose of this study is to identify potential procedural factors that may have contributed to the
overages experienced in the Public Safety IT budget for the current and recent fiscal years. Additionally,
the purpose of this study is to determine whether the current arrangement of service delivery is
adequately meeting the needs of both the Police and Fire Departments. Finally, this study will make
recommendations of Best Management Practices to further enhance and improve budgeting and service
delivery.
Specific objectives of the study are to:






Identify Expenditure Trends
Identify Cost Drivers
Understand current workflow and processes
Analyze current staffing and needs
Recommend Best Management Practices to enhance and improve service

Methods used to conduct this evaluation include:








Interview key personnel from the Public Safety IT, Information Technology, Metro 911, Police,
and Fire Departments.
Analyze expenditures prior to and after the merger of IT functions to create Public Safety IT.
Document policies and standards.
Audit equipment located in the Police and Fire Departments
Analyze current staffing levels of PSIT and levels of service (i.e. Help Desk response times, rollout
of equipment, etc.)
Document workflow and communications between PSIT, Police, and Fire.
Examine the relationship and work structure of PSIT and Public Safety in peer cities.
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Section 2: Findings
Finding #1: Budget deficits existed prior to the creation of PSIT.
In 2009, IT functions for the Police and Fire Departments were combined to form a new division of the IT
Department. The intent of this was to realize greater efficiency and ultimately the consolidation of
funds. Additionally, the merger sought to provide dedicated help desk support to both public safety
departments.
In 2010, the budgets for these functions were combined under the umbrella of Public Safety Information
Technology (PSIT). In June 2014, Budget and Evaluation Department was notified that PSIT had run a
budget deficit for the months of May and June which led to the transfer of funds from Police and Fire to
preserve the solvency of the PSIT budget and IT fund balance. This single event was the major driving
force behind an expanded study of the PSIT budget and functions.
This deficit was not an isolated event. Since 2011, PSIT has routinely run a deficit within its “Desktop
Services” line with expenditures averaging approximately 108% of the budgeted amount. Upon a deeper
review of budgets for Police and Fire prior to 2010, it was discovered that budget deficits existed (with
the exception of 2009 and 2010) as far back as 2006. This is shown in the graph below:
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Budget and Evaluation staff looked at the individual expenditure trends for the Police and Fire
Department prior to the consolidation of PSIT. Generally speaking, the Fire Department ran under
budget with an average expenditure rate of 89% of their .5432 budget; while the Police Department ran
over budget with an average rate of expenditure of 110% of their .5432 budget.
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Finding #2: The PSIT budget for .5432 Desktop Services is underfunded.
Regardless of department, the .5432 Desktop Services line serves as the funding for leasing and
purchasing expenditures for all computer/technology needs. In the case of the Police and Fire
Departments, this is primarily desktop computers, standard laptop computers, Toughbooks, and
iPad/tablets. As part of the research for this study, Budget and Evaluation requested from the IT
Department a current listing of all technology for Police and Fire as well as their monthly lease rates. It
was discovered that the PSIT budget for .5432 Desktop Services was underfunded by $125,602 for FY
2013-14.
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Equipment & Leasing PSIT
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Est. Monthly Lease
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$
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Finding #3: Overages as a result of double leasing have been absorbed by the PSIT budget.
During the course of conducting interviews with various individuals, Budget and Evaluation discovered
that double leasing for equipment has occurred. Double leasing refers to paying a lease for both the
current and new equipment beyond the newly established 30-day turn-around goal. Even in the best
circumstances, with adequate staffing and an evenly distributed work load, meeting the 30-day goal is a
challenge. A flow chart of the roll-out process can be found in Appendix B.
Leased equipment can be a number of different things; however in this instance, it primarily involves
desktop and laptop computers. When a computer is scheduled for replacement, the new item is ordered
and scheduled for rollout. Rollout of new computers for Police and Fire are handled solely by PSIT. The
PSIT staff who are responsible for rollouts are also responsible for the Help Desk. Responding to Help
Desk calls generally takes priority over rollout tasks, causing backlogs in roll-out. Delays in rollout have
created overlap with regard to the new and old equipment. As a result of this, leases must be paid on
both pieces of equipment. See Appendix C for an example of Double Lease charges. In recent years, the
PSIT budget has absorbed this expense which further exacerbates the budget deficit.
Finding #4: Technicians must have substantially more security clearance to work on Police computers,
per Federal and State Requirements.
In response to the information of Finding #3, Budget and Evaluation staff questioned the possibility of
regular IT staff handling, or assisting with, the rollout of computers for Police and Fire. Software (CJIS)
for the Police Department contains potentially sensitive information. Since this is the case, technicians
that perform work on Police computers must be subjected to the same level of background investigation
as a sworn officer.
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Additional background investigation requirements, while necessary, directly impact the workflow and
delivery of service for PSIT. Extensive background investigations take longer than a normal background
investigation and may disqualify otherwise capable candidates from employment. Given that there has
been turnover within these positions, the process necessary for filling positions may cause further
backlog of work.
Finding #5: Organizational Structure of PSIT creates a blurred chain of command.

Deputy Police
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IT Director

PSIT Network
Svcs Manager

Help Desk
Analyst

Help Desk
Analyst

Help Desk
Analyst (PT)

Help Desk
(PT Roster)

Systems
Administrator
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Under the current organizational structure, the PSIT Network Services Manager is a direct report to the
IT Director. However, due to federal requirements for DCI operations and CJIS applications, it is
necessary that the PSIT Network Services Manager also have a reporting relationship with a Deputy
Police Chief; however there is no equivalent requirement for Fire. It is a self-evident principle of
organizational theory that dual reporting relationships can create a stressful work atmosphere for the
subordinates. Interviews with members of PSIT and the Police Department have insinuated that this may
currently exist. Maintaining an associated reporting relationship with the Police Department is necessary
for compliance with DCI regulations; however a direct reporting relationship with the IT Director should
be clearly established.
Finding # 6: Due to limited data, it is difficult to evaluate staffing levels or service provision for PSIT.
The Fire Department has consistently shared the perception that PSIT is unable to adequately meet the
needs of their department. Fire has pointed out that, in their opinion, response times to their requests
have not been at a level that is acceptable and that PSIT devotes most of their time to Police needs. The
physical location of PSIT has contributed to this perception as they are located in the Police
Headquarters. To help quell the concerns of the Fire Department, PSIT has assigned a part-time roster
employee to aid with their help desk calls.
It is the perception of the Fire Department that PSIT provides them a lower level of service. Without
written and agreed upon guidelines, it is difficult to gauge as to whether service is actually inadequate.
Based on help desk data shown to Budget and Evaluation, it appears that Police and Fire are receiving
comparable response times for high importance matters. With that said, it does appear that for lower
importance matters that are routine in nature, Fire does experience greater wait times for assistance
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than the Police Department. Data that was shown was for one year and it is unclear as to whether or not
data for multiple years actually exists.
It should be noted that both Police and Fire have adopted their own internal strategies for handling help
desk issues. In Fire, two staff members have served as a point of contact to provide assistance to their
employees; of which one solely maintains the “Firehouse” software. In Police, officers have developed
an internal group to help each other with basic computer/software questions. This further complicates
proper measurement because not all potential help desk calls are captured and documented.
Poor response times and/or inconsistent service delivery may indicate that PSIT is understaffed;
however, it may also indicate inefficient work processes. Sound performance measures and data are
vital to determining whether the proper solution is additional staff or workflow adjustments. A
snapshot of Help Desk Call Volume is found in Appendix A.
Finding #7: All desktop services expenses for Police and Fire are the responsibility of PSIT.
The current budgeting arrangement places all accountability of technology needs on PSIT rather than
the Police and Fire Departments. Consequently, these client departments are unaware of the true costs
for desktop services and have no disincentive in requesting additional or pricier equipment. In all other
City departments, lease payments are made from the respective department’s budget. The need for
new equipment must be weighed against the availability of funding within their budgets and their ability
to sustain payment of new leases. This is not the case for the Fire or Police Department. The
responsibility for balancing competing departmental demands rests on the PSIT manager, who must
make strategic decisions on an ad hoc basis without the backing of a clear policy or procedures. Any
overspending of funds becomes a problem for the IT Department rather than Police or Fire.
Furthermore, due to Department of Justice requirements, the Police Department is required to maintain
a secure connection to the state at an approximate cost of $90,000 per year. This “DCI” connection is
utilized by Police and G911, but not by Fire. It is currently expensed to the PSIT budget.
Finding #8: There is limited/inconsistent/communication and collaboration regarding technology and
budgeting needs between IT, Fire, and Police.
During interviews with the various stakeholders, all parties indicated a lack of discussion during past
years with regards to budgeting for technology. In general, budget requests for PSIT have carried over
from year to year with modest, if any, increases in funding. Conversely expenditures have increased in 3
of the past 4 years. This is shown in the tables below:
Expenditure Changes
Year
2010
2011
2012
2013

% Change (Previous Year
26.87%
12.15%
-0.74%
0.83%

Actual Dollars (+/-)
$378,506.54
$217,168.92
-$14,866.00
$16,572.80
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Budget Changes
% Change (Previous Year)
17.27%
2.43%
-0.79%
0.00%

2010
2011
2012
2013

Actual Dollars (+/-)
$266,920.00
$44,087.00
-$14,725.00
$0.00

As previously mentioned, the .5432 line for PSIT is underfunded by $125,602. This amount was
determined by subtracting the actual leasing costs for Police and Fire combined from the PSIT budget
amount. The fact that a gap exists and that all parties agreed that no collaboration has been done to
determine budgetary needs or future technology needs clearly indicates a lack of communication. The
weak communication between departments is troubling for multiple reasons.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fire and Police are not aware of the budgetary impacts of their requests.
IT is not fully aware of the technology needs of public safety.
IT is not fully aware of the workload of PSIT staff.
Police and Fire both were unaware that IT was covering shortfalls at the end of the year.
This was not discovered until the issue was brought to the attention of Budget and
Evaluation, though this had been the case in previous years.

Finding #9: No clear written policies and procedures have been established for PSIT.
When PSIT was created, no set policies or procedures were established through a Memorandum of
Understanding regarding expectations for service level/delivery standards or for the decision making
authority for PSIT. This fact has further muddied the already weak communication between PSIT, IT,
Police, and Fire.
Finding #10: Peer city reviews indicate varied structures for PSIT functions.
The following cities provided information regarding the budget and IT responsibilities for public safety
departments:
1. Durham: The City of Durham Police Department has its own division of civilianized IT-related
positions. Funding for these positions is located within the Police Department budget and is part
of the department’s organization structure. The Fire Department is serviced by the City’s
“Technology Solutions” Department. The city TS department has one (1) dedicated staff
member to provide service to the Fire Department.
2. Winston-Salem: The City of Winston-Salem has a Public Safety Information Systems (PSIS)
division that provides IT service to the Police and Fire Departments. The division is physically
located within the Police Department and is budgeted within the Police budget. PSIS employees
are under the organizational structure of the Police Department and do not report to the IS
Director.
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Section 3: Budget & Financial Recommendations
Recommendation #1: Beginning with fiscal year 2015-2016, shift budgeting responsibilities for desktop
services (.5432) back to their respective departments based on the percentage contributed to the base
budget for 2010. Under this Police contributed 83% and Fire contributed 17%. Any gaps in funding
would be the responsibility of the public safety departments.
As referenced in Finding #7, PSIT bears all responsibility for desktop services charges for Police and Fire.
This recommendation places the responsibility and accountability for desktop services back on the
Police and Fire Departments. Like all other departments, Police and Fire would weigh technology needs
against their existing funding levels. It is in the interest of each department to maintain accurate
inventories of existing equipment.
Recommendation #2: Explore the possibility of transitioning payments for DCI related expenses from
PSIT to G911 fund. This could potentially save approximately $90,000 per year from the general fund
budget.
The Police Department and Metro 911 solely utilize DCI. It is logical to consider moving these expenses
under the G911 fund since it could be funded through State rather than local dollars.
Recommendation #3: Quarterly reports tracking the expenditures from .5432 for each department
should be provided by IT to both the Police and Fire Departments through the 3rd quarter of the FY1415. For the 4th quarter, reports should be provided monthly. The Public Safety and General Government
Budget Analysts should be copied on these reports as well.
Awareness of potential shortfalls and lack of communication has been at the root of the PSIT budgetary
issues. This has been documented and explored in Finding #8 of this report. This recommendation would
ensure that communication is taking place between all parties and that the budget is being closely
monitored to prevent additional, unnecessary overages in the current fiscal year.
Recommendation #4: Conduct a physical audit of technology assets to ensure that leasing information is
accurate and that all equipment is still necessary.
Finding #3 of this report explained that double-leasing has led to overages within the PSIT budget. A
physical audit will not only ensure that leasing information is accurate, it will also provide an
opportunity to determine if any unused equipment can be returned. Additionally, it provides an
opportunity to discuss whether any equipment is excessive (i.e. does one need multiple leased items?).

Section 4: Communication Improvement Recommendations
Recommendation #1: Prepare a Memorandum of Understanding between IT, Police and Fire to provide
policy and procedural guidance regarding the cost and scope of services, service level/delivery
standards, equipment standards, and authority for decision making. Established standards and
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performance measures should be based on collaboration with Police and Fire and captured on the
division’s work plan.
When IT functions were consolidated from Police and Fire into PSIT, a clear mission was not established.
PSIT has been muddling through without clearly defined roles or operating procedures, and often feels
“caught in the middle” between public safety departments and IT.
The mission of PSIT should support the City’s overall strategic IT goals and set the framework for
articulating PSIT policies, services, and standards. Additionally, the PSIT manager position has specific
responsibilities related to CJIS operations which necessitate a connection to the Police Department. The
expectations and limitations of this organizational relationship should also be addressed in an MOU.
Recommendation #2: Establish communication standards between client departments, the IT Director,
the PSIT manager, and the City Manager’s office. Communication should include regularly scheduled inperson meetings, e-mail protocols, and annual budget discussions regarding potential lease rate
changes, future software/hardware needs, as well as new IT policies and standards.
Communication is the foundation required to address the findings outlined in this report. Effective
communication fosters team building, provides transparency, and sets expectations, which leads to
improved morale and greater work efficiencies. The PSIT manager position is central to facilitating
information between the IT director and PSIT staff and guidelines supporting this role should also be
established.

Section 5: Organizational and Procedural Recommendations
Recommendation #1: Locate a PSIT staff person at a Fire Department facility to address concerns
regarding actual and perceived response times, to facilitate communication, and for a better
understanding of Fire’s technology needs and goals. The position would be physically located at a Fire
facility; however, it would remain in the PSIT division and continue to report directly to the PSIT
Manager.
PSIT staff is currently located at Police Headquarters. Proximity alone allows Police greater access to
PSIT staff and likely drives the perception (if not reality) that Police receives a higher level of service than
Fire. On-site PSIT support for Fire will address equity in access to PSIT and ideally will foster greater
collaboration between the three departments.
Recommendation #2: Transition roll-out responsibilities to City IT, provided existing and future staff can
be certified to meet CJIS requirements. By transitioning roll-out to City IT, Help Desk analysts in PSIT can
shift their focus to addressing client needs in a more efficient manner.
Roll-out backlogs are major cost drivers and a source of frustration for both Public Safety staff and IT.
Unlike City IT, PSIT Help Desk Analysts have dual responsibilities for roll-out functions and customer help
desk issues. Juggling daily, even hourly, help desk calls with scheduling uninterrupted time needed for
roll-out presents a time-management challenge for PSIT staff. Separating Help Desk from Roll-out aligns
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with current City IT operations and will allow PSIT Help Desk analysts to focus not only on daily issues,
but also will allow more opportunities for strategic planning .
Recommendation #3: Establish and publicize roll-out standards. Client departments should pay doubleleases only if delays beyond the standards are due to the client department; otherwise, IT should absorb
the overages.
Charging individual departments, public safety and others, double leases for delays directly related to
the internal work flow of IT does not reflect high customer service standards, nor does it provide
motivation for work to be carried out efficiently. IT has recently established an internal goal of a 30-day
roll-out and is improving the work flow to achieve this goal. The goal seems ambitious, but can be
achieved when departments are in close contact with each other. IT may want to study the process
improvements before establishing and publicizing specific roll-out standards.
Recommendation #4: Engage in active performance measurement so service levels are accurately
reported and any staffing or budgetary needs are quantifiable.
The IT department has a work plan that collects performance measures for the City’s Management,
Accountability, and Performance Plan (MAP). PSIT should work with Police and Fire to identify the key
metrics for the division. Collecting, analyzing, and publicizing these key metrics on a regular basis will
provide greater transparency to the client departments and support realistic service level expectations.

Section 6: Items for Further Research and Review







On-going review of expenses related to desktop services for PSIT, Police and Fire.
Virtualization of work environment
Evaluate staff changes, including locating a PSIT analyst with Fire and Help Desk response times.
Evaluate changes to roll-out process to determine if efficiencies have been achieved.
o Quantify, if possible, roll-out times, double-lease expenses, customer satisfaction, IT staff
certifications
Evaluate performance measures
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A. Help Desk Call Volume
Snapshot for April 2014
Total Help
Desk
Support
Calls

Help
Desk
Support
Positions

Avg # of
Calls Per
Help Desk
Support

Non-PSIT Departments

661

5

132

PSIT Total*

620

4

155

Police 548
Fire 72
Summary

Total
Position
Counts

Avg # Staff
Per Help
Desk
Support

1,748

350

1,346

336

3,094

344

802
544
1,281

9

142

Notes:
PSIT Help Desk data includes walk-ins, after-hours support, and calls not logged into the help desk.
PSIT Help Desk Staff also perform roll-outs, with 11 computers deployed in April.
PSIT Help Desk Staff Excludes 2 part-time rosters and 2 System Admins who may also answer Help Desk calls.
2 Full-time PSIT Staff started on April 16 and 1 Part-time Help Desk position is currently vacant.
IT Positions are excluded from position counts.

PSIT has a similar Help Desk call volume as City IT; however, PSIT Help Desk staff has additional
responsibilities associated with Roll-outs. In contrast, City IT employs 2 Full-time and up to 3 roster parttime staff to assist with roll-outs for the remainder of the City. PSIT also relies on 2 System
Administrators to assist with Help Desk calls, taking their time away from strategic projects.
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B. Roll-out Process

Factors that can affect service delivery and lease rates:
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C. Double Lease Example
Police Department Snapshot for March 2014
Monthly Cumulative
Cost
Costs
Monthly charge for
Expired Leases Still
in
Servicecharge for $ 6,195 $
40,482
Monthly
New Equipment
Not in Service
$ 7,066 $
42,753
Totals

$ 13,261 $

83,235

Notes:
Cumulative Costs based on date of lease expiration to March 2014.
Some leases as long as 2 years past terms.

In March 2014, approximately 100 pieces of equipment in the Police Department experienced a doublelease - paying a monthly charge for a computer whose lease terms have expired while also paying for a
new piece of equipment that has been received by IT but has not yet been deployed to the department.
For context, Police has approximately 900 pieces of equipment leased through PSIT desktop services
with an estimated monthly lease charge of $136,967 and an estimated annual lease cost of $1.6 million.
In March of 2014, $6,195 was paid on equipment with expired leases, while an additional $7,066 was
paid for the uninstalled replacement equipment – double lease payments. For the backlog in March, the
cumulative costs for just the uninstalled replacements are estimated at $42,753.
Since March, IT has taken a proactive approach to this situation and has deployed additional resources
to address the backlog and reduce monthly expenses.
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